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Distinguishing early American from English-made furniture is a keystone of connois -
seurship, but it can be tricky. Americans often mimicked English products, and
immigrant artisans introduced English construction practices directly into American
furniture-making shops. Woods found in furniture may be the most persuasive
evidence available to sort out origins of certain examples. Mahoganies and walnut are
not helpful, since each was used abundantly in both places. The best mahoganies came
from the Caribbean; American black (or ‘Virginia’) walnut was exported to England
to augment their own European walnut which was typically more desirable. More reli -
able to discern origins are ‘secondary woods’, those furniture woods used in places
not readily visible, such as interior structural parts, drawer linings, glue blocks, and
slip-seat frames. The reasoning is sound: when early furniture makers had the option
of selecting among several types of wood for use in these unseen areas, they chose
readily accessible — and therefore cheaper — local woods. Typically, such woods dif -
fered between England and America, although once again certain woods were used in
both places. Over generations of use, some trade practices and wood availabilities
changed, especially in urban areas, thus uses of secondary wood types were not neces -
sarily constant. Further complicating matters, certain American woods were exported
for use in Britain at different times.

A mahogany desk and bookcase with no history of ownership, called George II by
auction professionals and other furniture authorities, brings these wood issues into
sharp focus (Figure 1). Its general design represents furniture made for England’s pros -
perous middle classes or more ambitious custom work for American owners. Specifi -
cally, it embodies many distinctive British decorative and construction features, some
of which have few or no recorded counterparts in America. The desk interior, for
instance, has a mirrored prospect door with delicate tracery, pyramidal capitals on
the flanking column drawers, and raised quoins of contrasting wood around the
pigeon holes (Figure 2). The bookcase pediment incorporates an acanthus-carved
corbel in the center as well as a blind fretwork pattern and several ornately carved
mouldings that suggest English (or perhaps Scottish or Irish) cabinetry (Figure 3). Con -
struc tion employs more laminations and veneers — representing greater labour inten -
sity — than is typical of American work. The bookcase shelves, for example, slide
within slots formed by laminating pieces of oak onto the mahogany case sides, in con -
trast to the usual American practice of cutting channels into solid wood, a practice
that acknowledges more abundant wood supplies than in England. The drawer fronts,
desk lid, and bookcase door panels are all mahogany veneers.1 The ogee bracket feet
are made of mahogany facings (thicker than veneers) glued to secondary woods. And,
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1 The veneers are glued onto solid mahogany rather than a secondary wood, which is not a common
practice in America.
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1 Desk and bookcase,
Charleston, South Carolina,

1765–85. Mahogany with
bald cypress, cherry, spruce,

tulip poplar, white oak, 
and white pine. 

Stanley Weiss Collection
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2 (top) Interior detail of Figure 1

3 (middle left) Pediment detail of Figure 1

4 (right) Detail of Figure 1: chamfered corner
with stop-fluting and lambrequins
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the small interior drawers have thin oak sides and bottoms executed in the English
manner.

In contrast to an abundance of British features, the desk and bookcase is replete
with American woods, all original to its fabrication. Mahogany came from the Carib -
bean and was exported to North American ports as well as those throughout Britain
and Europe and does little to resolve the question of geographical origin. Microanalysis
identi fies six other woods, each used in significant quantity. Of them, cherry, spruce,
and white oak either grew on both sides of the Atlantic or the American and European
species of those genera cannot be separated under the microscope with reliability; thus
they are not useful indicators of geographical origin. Spruce, unlike cherry and white
oak, is not a common wood in American furniture and is often used as evidence of
foreign manufacture.2

The other woods — white pine, tulip poplar (also called yellow poplar),3 and bald
cypress — are indigenous to America and not to Europe. Present-day American furni -
ture scholars argue orally and in unpublished reports that all kinds of American woods
were exported to Europe as part of extensive intercontinental trade, offsetting in part
imports of desperately needed manufactured goods of all kinds. Such timber supplies,
the argument goes, represented welcomed relief for furniture-makers and others who
faced scarcities in Britain caused by large-scale deforestation in the seventeenth cen -
tury. In support of this viewpoint, furniture historians have long cited a paragraph in
the 1691 Massachusetts Bay Charter issued by King William and Queen Mary that
reserved all white pines in excess of twenty-four inches in diameter, growing on
ungranted (i.e., not private) land, for use as masts and spars for the British Royal
Navy.4 Similarly, ample references specifying American walnut use by British furniture
makers docu ment its commercial viability as an export.5

The argument for finding a wide range of other American woods in British-made
furni ture holds that some of this timber was part of the Atlantic trade and other was
trans ported to Britain (and elsewhere) as packing crates and other incidentals, which
were subsequently broken up and the wood reused. Indeed, crates used to protect furni -
ture and other items were certainly made of American woods, but the vast majority
of these crates were used in American coastal trade, since few American manufactured
goods were sent to Britain, which was a source rather than a market. Some American
woods may have been shipped abroad incidentally as British merchants and entre -
preneurs experimented with possible commercial uses, but to date, efforts to find
histori cal evidence of sustained commercial activity and consequent use in furniture
have yielded nothing. As for white pine, whose Royal Naval value was recognized in
1691, the story is more complex. According to furniture historian Adam Bowett, the
cost of transporting North American white pine and other lumber to England raised
prices so much that they could not compete with ample and cheaper wood imports
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2 See American examples in Barquist (1992), cat. nos 67, 101, & 106 (a card table labelled by Joseph
Rawson of Providence); Mussey (2003), cat. no. 100.

3 The wood in question is Liriodendron tulipifera, not related to the cottonwood genus Populus.
4 Bowett states explicitly that the British navy sought inexpensive timber supplies for masts and that ample

timber for British merchant ships was available [Bowett (2012), pp. xi–xii].
5 Forman (1988), pp. 31–32; Bowett (2012), pp. 258–62.
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from Northern Europe and Russia.6 Designating New England white pines for the
Royal Navy was an effort to garner below-market timber supplies. Says Bowett, ‘The
Navy was short of money, not wood’.7 Parliamentary Acts from 1704 through 1721
provided successively greater monetary encouragements for export of white pine but
met with little success. Governmental bounties paid for shipping various types of
American wood after 1765 increased exports to about 3% of the Northern European
trade in similar boards. War in 1776 ended this colonial trade.8

White pine in British furniture is known by a single, recently discovered example: a
modest, mahogany chest of drawers with white pine drawer linings (Figure 5).9 This
chest may have been made from about 1775 to years after 1803, when further British
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5 Chest of drawers, England, 1775–1810. Mahogany with oak and white pine. 
Private collection

6 Bowett (2012), pp. xxii, 299–300; Forman (1988), p. 32, claimed that trans-Atlantic shipping caused lumber
costs to double.

7 Bowett (2012), p. xi.
8 Bowett (2012), pp. xi–xiii, 299–301.
9 Bowett (2012), p. 300.
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legis la tion successfully encouraged lumber exports from Canada. White pine continues
to be a good indicator of eighteenth-century-American-made furniture, notably from
New England, where white pines thrive and where furniture makers depended on it
as a secondary wood. In the Mid-Atlantic Region, it usually appears in combination
with other American woods. Southern furniture historians have also documented
extensive use of white pine in furniture made in Southern coastal regions, where the
tree does not grow. Using signed examples, local advertisements for white pine, and
shipping records, they established that it was a viable commodity of American coastal
trading.10 Consequently, the white pine dustboards and backboards of the lower case
of this desk and bookcase might suggest an origin in one of several American regions.

Tulip poplar occurs as the bottom board of the desk section as well as blocks that
position the lift-off pediment atop the bookcase section. This wood grew throughout
Eastern America south of Massachusetts. It was an especially popular secondary wood
for furniture in Connecticut and the Mid-Atlantic Region. The relatively incidental
usage of this wood in the desk and bookcase, especially in combination with several
other wood types, occurred in areas throughout the American South. No evidence for
com mercial exportation of tulip poplar overseas has yet come to light. Finally, exten -
sive use of bald cypress as drawer sides and bottoms and as bookcase backboards
places manufacture of this desk and bookcase in South Carolina, since there is no note -
worthy evidence that bald cypress was transported to or used in furniture of any other
regions.11 The quality of design and workmanship supports fabrication in an urban
environ ment, which leads directly to Charleston, the regional center and place that
sup ported the most capable artisans. All of the other five secondary woods listed above
occur in Charleston furniture.

Decorative details further support Charleston manufacture, notably the stop-fluted
and lambrequin treatment of the desk corners, the drawer configuration, and shape
of the feet (having a long ogee-shaped extension along the top and a deep undercut at
the floor) (Figure 4).12 Foot profiles, and to a lesser extent, the corner treatment, are
particularly characteristic. Unusual construction of the desktop above the drawers
rein forces the Charleston focus: the thin mahogany board slid in channels (or was
‘dadoed’) into the desk sides, along with a second spruce board also slid into the same
chan nels underneath. The spruce board has a large rectangle cut out in the center,
providing support and allowing movement of the mahogany board (in response to
humidity changes).13 The sides of this lower board form ‘drawer kicks’ that prevent
the drawer from tilting downward when it is pulled out. In the lower case drawers,
more conventional strips of cherry run in the side channels below the dustboards and
serve as kickers.14
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10 Welker (May 1977).
11 Rauschenberg and Bivins (2003), i, p. 69; Rauschenberg (November 1994). Bowett states ‘small quantities

of ‘Cypress’” were imported into Britain from Carolina and Georgia in the mid-eighteenth century, although
none has been found to date in British furniture’ [Bowett, (2012), p. 283].
12 The foot block on which the case stands (and to which the facings attach) slants outward, an unusual
feature observed in furniture by John Janvier of Delaware, as well as anonymous furniture from other
regions. See Zimmerman (May 2005).
13 Sideboard tops combine thin mahogany boards with support to allow such movement.
14 Rauschenberg and Bivins (2003), i, pp. 64–65, esp. p. 63, fig. CCS-12. This construction also occurs in
urban English furniture.
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Instances of distinctly English-looking pieces of furniture made in eighteenth-century
America are not common, but their numbers are growing as more furniture receives
more careful study. A classic example, broadly accepted as of American make, is a
chest-on-chest made in Boston between 1730 and 1745, now at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston. It looks very similar to English counterparts but uses only white pine
secondary wood (Figure 6). In support of American manufacture, microscopic pollen
analysis places it in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, not England, although such
testing would generate the same results for a newly imported object.15 A Philadelphia
desk and bookcase that matches a plate from Thomas Chippendale’s Director
eschewed local design preferences in favor of English taste.16 Similarly, tall clock cases
made in Fredericksburg, Virginia, and Wilmington, Delaware, replicate designs of
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6 Chest-on-chest, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1730–45. Walnut
veneers with white pine. Museum of
Fine Art, Boston, 1986.240

15 Cooke (March 1987). Compare this chest to examples in Bowett (2009), pls. 3:46–47.
16 Flanigan (1986), cat. no. 31, pp. 90-93.
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Liverpool, England (Figure 7).17 In none of these
examples are non-American woods present, such
as deal (denoting any one of several European
soft woods), European beech, and distinctly
Euro pean oak and walnut.

The presence of very English-looking,
American-made furniture introduces nuance into
what is generally accepted as American furniture
design. There is no grand syn thesis of what
American design is; rather it is an aggregate of
regional (or more local) and temporal expres -
sions that have been well-studied and popular -
ized through books, exhibi tions, lectures, and
the marketplace. Each focused study is itself an
aggre gation of individual objects and circum -
stances, which sometimes edits out the unusual
in favour of simpler and clearer ‘rules’ of design,
materials, and construction for the furniture in
question. The complexities behind these rules
seldom become visible, yet they surely exist.

In the absence of more detailed written
sources, the furniture itself addresses the ques -
tion of American woods in British or European
furniture. If instances of British use come to
light, as in the chest of drawers above, those
objects need to be identified, ve tted for authen -
ticity and for specific construction practices, and
published. In the absence of specific documenta -
tion, good furniture history depends upon
reasoned likeli hoods. What is the chance that
several large pieces of bald cypress, for example,
might find their way into a British-made case
piece? Although remotely possible, that possibil -
ity becomes far less likely when another distinc -
tly American wood, namely tulip poplar, is
added into the mix, and yet another, white
cedar. In weighing the evidence, it is much more
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7 Tall clock, Wilmington, Delaware, 1780–95.
Movement by Thomas Crow (fl. 1770–1824).
Mahogany with white cedar, tulip poplar, white
oak, and pine. Central plinth and ornament are
restorations. Winterthur, 1996.9.

17 Prown, Hurst and Priddy III (November 1992);
Zimmerman (2006), pp. 23–24. The clock dials are signed by
Thomas Walker and Thomas Crow, respectively.
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plausible that British design and construction practices made the trans-Atlantic trip
than that multiples of American woods somehow found their way across the ocean
and into a single British shop at one moment in time. In conse quence, the Revolu -
tionary War-era Charleston furniture aesthetic expands to encom pass this desk and
bookcase, and the corpus of Charleston artisanry incorporates another example of
maker capabilities. The rest of American furniture history gains from embracing
another instance of the complexities inherent in trying to understand the times and
people responsible for these remarkable objects.
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